Cable Management

Chris Cariello
The Average Messy Cables

- Hanging Wires/In the way on the floor
- Un−Organized
- Tangled and Knots
- It’s a risk of...
  - Tripping on
  - Ripped out
  - Damaging Wires
How to Cable Manage

1. Disconnect all wires that need to be organized.
2. Have a foresight on what to do and how to group cables for this situation.
3. Use your plan to organize.
   - Start with the smaller wires and move up to larger ones.
   - Use Zip Ties or Twist ties.
   - Try to keep power, audio, peripherals, etc. grouped separately.
Don’t Pinch!

- All cables can be damaged by pinching!
- When grouping cables, don’t Zip tie or Twist Tie them too tight; it causes pinching.
- You want them to be grouped together and secured softly without over tightening.

If you find a damaged or “exposed wire” replace it immediately.
How it should look after you done

- No more droopy hanging Wires/Out of the way if on the floor
- Organized Cables
- Untangled and Neat
- The device runs smoother and cooler.
- No more risk!
End